[Treatment of Spastic Gait Disorders Using an "Electro-Gait-Stimulator ("Schrittstimulator") (author's transl)].
A short historical outline of electric treatment of spasticity is given. A specially developed management with a "gait-stimulator" is described. Four muscles of each lower extremity being mainly engaged in walk were electrically stimulated in the physiological sequences according to the normal gait. The used electric impulses were of a duration of 0,25 msec and an intensity up to 700 V. Using such a "gain-stimulator" in spastic-paraparetic patients a reduced spasticity has been achieved. Positive effect of this treatment has been mostly pronounced, when the programming of impulses was adjusted to the end of the expected physiological contraction of the corresponding muscles. Physiological and pathological data of the "Silent period" is proposed to be mostly involved. The application of impulses in physiological sequences seems to reactivate normal reflex - mechanisms which are disturbed by supraspinal laesion. The results indicate that the electric impulses activates muscle-sensory - organs and that impulses on these organs produce a pace-making function on the spinal cord, which lessens spasticity.